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The Centre international de Conférences Mathématiques in Marseille is expanding:

- ~ 25 new rooms
- A larger restaurant.
- One new conference room (~ 100 seats).
- New small meeting rooms.

Two large events organized simultaneously, starting 2020 (a bit this year in practice)
Extension of the CIRM

The Centre international de Conférences Mathématiques in Marseille is expanding:

- ~ 25 new rooms → open tomorrow!
- A larger restaurant → open in April!
- One new conference room (~ 100 seats) → open in July!
- New small meeting rooms.

Two large events organized simultaneously, starting 2020 (a bit this year in practice)
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SMF and SMAI have proposed to host the next EMS President’s meeting next year.

Be prepared to discover a brand new CIRM in 2020!
Saint Petersburg was chosen - Congratulations to Russia!

France is preparing an application for organizing the ICM in 2026 in Paris, focusing on:

- Maths and society
- Maths and education
- Maths and their applications
- New horizons for mathematics
- Mathematics and developing countries
Digital transformation of the SMF

After 2.5 years of intensive work, the SMF has achieved its digital transformation:

- New and updated databases
- New way of organizing its publications (5 journals, ≥ 5 book collections)
- New website (not only prettier, much more efficient)
After 2.5 years of intensive work, the SMF has achieved its digital transformation:

- New and updated databases
- New way of organizing its publications (5 journals, ≥ 5 book collections)
- New website (not only prettier, much more efficient).

**First effects:** \(x4\) the number of visits every month
ÉVÉNEMENTS

2018 : année Fourier

ACTUALITÉS ET ÉVÉNEMENTS

27.11.2018
Arrestation de Betül Tanbay, mathématicienne turque Let...

07.12.2018
Hausse des droits d'inscription à l'université pour les...

03.12.2018
La position de la SMF sur le plan S

Du 26.11.2018 au 28.02.2019
Du Quantique au Classique : Session Etat...

Du 10 au 14.12.2018
Mécanique statistique Session Etat de la Recherche 2018

12.12.2018
Remise du Prix Maurice Audin 2018 à Ngô ...

13.12.2018
Forum Emploi Maths 2018
Le FEM connecte étudiant.e.s.
With other learned societies **AND NOT ONLY IN MATHS**, we are working together to

- organize wide consultations of researchers
- give more credit to science and maths in particular in the media
- write common positions on government’s proposals for teaching and research

**Concrete effects:**

→ Positions on new programs in French high schools, where a poor place is left to maths.
→ National consultation of French researchers on their expectations
→ A credible position in the discussion with politicians and decision makers (we represent ≥ 40,000 researchers).